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Abstract. Digital restoration of the full-coverage crowns and bridges mainly consists of the connector 
generating and model fusion. Through defining the section template, the default connector can be 
generated under the guide of the idea of skin, whose curve can be edited by the control points. If the 
connector meets the requirements, the connector’s boundary should be projected onto the adjacent 
full-coverage crowns or bridges. The inner regions are tailored by the projection curve, and finally the 
full-coverage crown, bridge and connector are fused by the mean of bidirectional sew algorithm. And 
the restoration of the full-coverage crowns and bridges denture can be obtained by smoothing the 
transition area. It’s good quality, high efficiency and can meet the clinical demand. 

Introduction 
With the development of the modern dental and CAD/CAM technology, digital design has been 
widely used in oral cavity repair, which has the advantages of convenience and high efficiency, short 
cycle and high precision[1]. In oral clinical rehabilitation, if one or more adjacent tooth missing, digital 
restoration of full-coverage crowns and bridges, mainly including connector generating and the 
models fusion, is commonly used. Digital restoration of full-coverage crowns and bridges is 
universally used in foreign commercial oral software, while there is little domestic research in China. 
Yuchun Sun et al use Surface 10.5, a reverse engineering software, to design the framework of PFM 
fixed partial denture of back teeth[2]. Yali Song[3] tries to restore the morphology of the full-coverage 
crowns by Nurbs surface, they expand the surface along the medial and distal direction to intersect 
with the bridge, obtaining full-coverage crown bridge model by Boolean operation. The above design 
is aid with the general reverse engineering software, and the operation is complicated. In view of this, 
digital design of the basal crowns is studied by Tao An[4], and a special prototype system has been 
developed. In the system, overall deformation of the connector can be realized by inputting 
parameters, while local deformation can’t, which reduces the editability of the connector. A complete 
design framework of full-coverage crowns and bridges denture is proposed in this paper, which 
contains connector generating and model fusion. It meet the demand of the function of the full- 
coverage crowns and bridges denture well. What’s more, it is efficient and easy in operation.  

Generating the Connector  Surface 
After the model design of full-coverage crowns and bridges, they are still independent. Only 
connecting them together to form a unified whole, the numerical controlled manufacturing can be 
done. Therefore, a design strategy of connector based on skin subdivision is proposed in this paper. 
First, the section template curve defined is projected to the models of the full-coverage crown and 
bridge. Second, ridge line is structured between the two curves under the guidance of the idea of skin, 
and it is divided into triangular mesh[5]. This design strategy avoids the processing of the 
compatibility of section line, and it’s efficient. 
Define Cross Section Template. Teeth is mainly divided into four categories,  that is incisor (also 
known as the front teeth), fangs, premolar and molar. According to the surface of medial and distal 
teeth, three section templates of connector are defined, they are round, oval and triangle with 
transition circular arc, as shown in Fig.1. The section template, connector’s body boundary 
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constraints, determines the initial shape of the connector[6]. In order to improve the editability of the 
connector, some points from the section template are chosen as control landmark (points on the 
section template shown in Fig.1). If not satisfied with the default shape of connector, it can be 
adjusted through the control points. 

 
Fig.1 Three section templates of connector 

When building the mesh surface of the connector, the appropriate section template should be 
selected firstly, then the corresponding control landmark will be projected on the full-coverage crown 
or bridge model to generating B spline curve. Finally, the B spline curve should be projected into the 
model as the boundary edit curve of the connector. According to the profile form of the denture 
restoration, the heuristic selective method is chose to call section template. If the tooth is incisor or 
fang, choose triangular section template. If it’s premolar or molar, the bounding box of the model 
should be calculated. According to the height and width ratio of the surface of the bounding box, the 
section template is determined. 
Skin Subdivision Algorithm. Two boundary curves has been obtained by section template 
projection algorithm. Then the ridge line can be built between the two boundary curves under the 
guidance of ideas of skin, through uniform discretization of the ridge line, triangular mesh is obtained 
by mesh subdivision surface. To build the ridge line, the most important process is determining the 
endpoint of ridge line, which can be intercepted on the boundary curve by means of sampling.  In 
order to make the surface mesh density of the connector consistent with that of the full-coverage 
crowns and bridges model, sampling step is half of the sum of the average length of the full-coverage 
crowns and bridges model mesh. 

Suppose the edge set of the full-coverage crown is { }1 2 1, ,...c c c c
nEdge e e e= , the edge set of the bridge 

is { }1 2 2, ,...p p p p
nEdge e e e=  , in these condition, the average mesh length is: 

1 2n n

i=1 j=11 2

1 1e e
n nave i jlen = +∑ ∑（ ）/2                                                                                                   (1) 

Uniform sampling is carried out on one of the projection curve in the average mesh length. Take 
the full-coverage crowns model as an example, and take as the sampling length. Starting from the first 
point of the boundary curve, sampling sequence will be obtained: 1 2{ , , }...c c c c

kSecVt vt vt vt=  .Then, 
taking  cSecVt  as a reference point sequence, a clipping point sequence 1 2{ , ,... }m m m m

kSecVt vt vt vt=  
will be obtained by intersecting on the boundary curve of the bridge model [7]. 

If only use two boundary curve of the skin surface subdivision to get connector’s mesh, the 
connector will lack editing flexibility. Thus, a transition curve is added between the two boundaries, 
and the clipping point sequence can take the halfway point clipping point sequence of the two 
boundaries: 

( ) / 2, 1,2,...m c p
i i ivt vt vt i k= + =                                                                                                 (2) 

Thrice B spline curve is chosen as the expression form of ridge line. Points, that the serial number 
is corresponding to clipping point sequence, is chosen as a set of interpolation points, as   shown. As 
Fig.2 shown, discrete points are connected between two adjacent ridges, and the triangular mesh 
subdivision surface is obtained. 
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                                           (a)  mesh generation                 (b) mesh surface of the connector 

 
(c) overall effect of the connector 

Fig.2 Mesh clipping of the connector.  

Editing of the Connector. On the section templates, several control landmark are selected as the 
editor control points of the curve. A new B-spline curve is generated by moving the control landmark 
on the surface of the restoration, and projection curve whose shape is changed is obtained by 
projecting it to the surface of the restoration. Then regenerate the connector’s mesh surface according 
to the skin clipping algorithm, and editing the connector’s surface can be realized. Take the connector 
of the molar’s crown and bridge for example, Fig.3 shows transition effects of the connector’s shape, 
and Fig.4 shows the effects for the connector’s shape by the middle transition curve. 

 
(a) Original connector’s surface 

 
 (b)Connector’s surface after editing 

Fig.3 Mesh surface of the connector.  

 
Fig.4 Edit the shape of the connector 

Mesh  Fusion  Algorithm 
Mesh pre-processing Before mesh fusion, because the connector boundary and model of the 
full-coverage crown and bridge fit sophisticatedly, there is no boundary for mesh sewing. Therefore, 
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mesh pre-processing must be carried on to create the conditions of the mesh sewing. Method is that 
use the boundary curves from the connector generating to cut out a hole on the surface of the model of 
the full-coverage under the guide of mesh cutting algorithm[8], as shown in Fig.5. 

 
Fig.5 Mesh pre-processing 

Mesh sewing .The concept of shape factor is introduced in this paper shape factor, suppose the length 
of the triangular piece is 1 2 3e e e> > , that the shape factor is: 

2 3 1

1
tri

e e e
e

λ
+ −

=                                                                                                                             (3) 

Suppose the stitching mesh is sMesh , steps of mesh bidirectional sewing based on shape factor are 
shown in Fig.6. 

 (1) Query the boundary vertexes, set them as 1 1 1 1
1 2{ , ,... }nBndPt pt pt pt=  and 

2 2 2 2
1 2{ , ,... }mBndPt pt pt pt=  respectively. 

 (2) Take the first vertex 1
1pt  in 1BndPt  as the initial point, then calculate nearest vertex with 1

1pt  
in 2BndPt , and take it as 2

jpt . Query the adjacent vertices with 1
1pt  and 2

jpt , and they can built four 
candidate triangles shown in Fig (a). 

 (3) Calculate the shape factor of the four candidate triangles and compare the values, and inserted 
the candidate triangular with the biggest shape factor into the topology of sMesh .  

 (4) Take the outside of the two edges which connect 1BndPt  and 2BndPt  as reference edge, such 
as 1 2

1 1jpt pt −  and 1 2
1 jpt pt  shown in Fig (b). Extend a boundary point on each side, and construct another 

four candidate triangles. Calculate the shape factor of the candidate triangles, and insert the candidate 
triangular with the biggest shape factor in the topology. 

 (5) Cycle step (4), the triangles will clip on both sides according to the value of the shape factor. 
When vertexes in 1BndPt  and 2BndPt  are exhausted, use the last two vertexes in the exhausted side 
to build a triangular and mesh will be closed. 

 (6) Update the topology, connect the suture meshs, restoration model and connector together to 
build a unified mesh model. Transition is smooth in suturing border by Laplace, which eliminates 
stress concentration[9]. Mesh sewing effect is shown in Fig.7. 

        
                 (a) Initial candidate triangulars                                   (b)Bidirectional clipping of triangulars 

Fig.6 Principle diagram of the Bidirectional clipping.  
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(a)   Pretreatment  model    (b) Suture mesh   (c) Model combining         (d) Mesh model after combining 

       Fig.7 Mesh fusion.  

Algorithm Validation and Analysis 
As shown in Fig.8, the full-coverage crown bridge is taken as an example to verify the validity of 

the algorithm. Date of mandibular molar need for full-coverage crowns and bridges repair is shown in 
Fig.(a). As shown in Fig.(b), after the design of full-coverage crowns and bridges, the connector is 
needed to connect them together. Fig.(c) shows the mesh model by calling the section template. 
Because its overall position lies on the up and cross-sectional area is small, it exists strength 
deficiencies. Therefore, control points on the boundary curve are adjusted to edit the shape of the 
connector, until it meets the requirements, as shown in Fig.(d). Then, pretreatment of the 
full-coverage crowns and bridges is done, and the inner regions of the boundary curve is deleted, 
which creates boundary conditions for the mesh fusion, as shown in Fig.(e). Finally, three parts of the 
full-coverage crowns and bridges denture is fused under the guide of the mesh bidirectional sewing 
algorithm based on shape factor, as shown in Fig.(f). Fig.(g) shows the overall effect of the 
full-coverage crowns and bridges restoration, the size of each part is coordinated, the form is 
complete, and the joint is smooth. It already can be used in digital processing and manufacturing of 
the model. 

 
 (a)  Original model                          (b) Design of the full-coverage crowns and bridges 

 
(c) Surface of the original connector                   (d) Edit the surface of the model 

 
(e) Model pretreatment                                       (f)  Mesh fusion 

 
(g) Actual effect of repair 

Fig.8 Design process of the full-coverage crowns and bridges.  
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Three full-coverage crowns and bridges are designed by the algorithm in this paper, 3 Shape and 
EXOCad of commercial dental CAD/CAM system, the result is shown in Fig.9. By analysis and 
comparison, full-coverage crowns and bridges designed by the algorithm in this paper is better. Mesh 
triangles generated by 3Shape and EXOCad system is long and narrow, while those generated by 
algorithm in this paper are uniform distribution. Especially in the fusion zone (red box area), 
triangular mesh on both sides of the model have no obvious difference in shape and size. The 
connector boundary keep smooth, and the stress concentration phenomenon is eliminated. 

 
            (a)  3Shape                           (b)  EXOCad                 (c)Algorithm in this paper 

        Fig.9 Full-coverage crowns and bridges designed by different algorithms 

Conclusion 
Digital design of the full-coverage crowns and bridges is a systematic project. After the design of the 
full-coverage crowns and bridges, a connector is needed to fuse them together, forming a complete 
digital model. In this paper, digital design framework of the full-coverage crowns and bridges is 
proposed based on the ideas of skin. Compared with the traditional algorithm, this algorithm does not 
need to do compatibility of the ridge lines, and the efficiency of the algorithm is improved. The 
full-coverage crown and the bridge is connected under the guide of bidirectional sewing based on 
shape factor.  Restoration designed by digital design framework of full-coverage crowns and bridges 
denture is high efficiency and good quality. It can satisfy the need of clinical dental restorations. 
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